
THE DRAWING BOARD
Generating sinewaves with the 4018

ROBERT GROSSBLATT
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ruing resistors. Determ ining the values of
those resistors , however, is something
else. There 's no way to avoid doin g some
math: but let' s see if there 's some way to at
least cu t the required calculations down to
a s lightly less formidable size . Once
aga in we have some paperwork to do.

Now, as everybody knows , there are
lots of different ways to go about solving a
problem . Which one you pick depends on
the problem, but remember that the idea
behind all of them is to cut down the
amount of work you have to do . Let's
attac k our problem with the most basic
approac h--common sense !

In Fig. 2-a we see a composite output
waveform from Fig . I and we have also
overla id it with an approx imation of the
sinewave that we' re trying to genera te.
Certain things should become clea r al
most immedia tely.

As the sinewave approaches its max
imum positive and negative values it flat
tens out. The staircase shape that was
genera ted using equal value resistors has
sharp peaks at those point s and therefore ,
does n ' t really fit the curve. That simple
observation leads us to a sledge hammer
type fix. All we have to do now is to lose
the output of the 4018 that' s causing those
peaks. In practical terms that mean s get
ting rid of the 0 5 output. As you can see
from Fig. 2-b , we' re using that output for
two purp oses: It 's one of the data outputs
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more thou ght to how we do it. The shape
of the wave that's generated by the 4018
depends on the values chose n for the sum-

Generating sinewaves
Take a look at the output waveforms of

the 4018 shown in Fig . I. It puts the pro
cedure to follow (and the problem it
causes) in black and white for us to look
at. And it should give you some idea as to
how to go about using that Ie. As you can
see. the 4018 provides phase-shifted out
puts that are delayed by exactly one in
co ming clock pulse . Not only that. but
we've already seen that the output duty
cycle is nice and square . If we sum the
outputs together properly, we can produce
a digital waveform that can be filtered to
any deg ree of smoothness desired by the
c ircuitry that's tied to it's output.

If the outputs (01 through 05) of the
40 18 are added togeth er using equal value
res istors, we're going to wind up with the
very fami lia r and enti rely pred ict abl e
waveform shown in Fig . 2-a . If you squint
your eyes and imag ine the waveform to be
all smoo thed out you' ll see that the best
that we can hope to get from the circ uit in
Fig . 2-b is a triangular wave. Obviously,
our approac h is on the right track but the
problem is a little more compl ex than it
first appeared . While, it is evident that we
have to add the Ie's outputs together, it
should also be evident that we have to give

BY T H IS T IME WE SHOULD ALL BE FAM IL

iar with the unbreak able first rule of elec
tronic design : Brainwork bef ore board
work, If you can' t get it down clearly on
paper . you can' t design it, much less build
it. (I believe that there's some sort of natu
ral law that governs the relationship be
tween the weight of the finished product
and the paperwork it generates . If anyone
knows what it is , please let us know!)
Paper work always chopsmind-bogg ling
design problems down to a manageable
size and also lets you concentr ate all your
energy on specific design problem s.

Last month we spent a little time break
ing down the problem of using the 4018 to
gene rate sinewaves . Although that 's cer
tainl y not the mos t co mplex problem
you' ll ever see, it is important to remem
ber that the design approac h that you take
is as important as the design itself. As a
matter of fact, the initial approac h will
more often than notshape the final prod
uct.
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DRAWING BOARD
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and since it's the last output in the chain,
we're connecting it back to the data input
of the IC Remember that we have to make
sure that the incoming data at the clock
input is cons tantly recircul ated around
and around the daisy-chained flip-flops in
the 4018. Any change in the input data to
the IC has to be fed into it at the clock
input and not the data input. All that we're
using the data input for is to make sure
that whatever we feed into the 4018 stays
there.

Losing the 05 output means that we
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output waveform) the top only remains for
two incoming clock periods instead of
three, as it did in Fig. 2-b. That not only
helps us tit the crest of the sinewave but
gives the rise and fall on either side a
better shape making the fit even better. Of
course, as we've seen over and over again,
you can 't get something for nothing and
we're paying a price here as well. Let's
not forget that while we may have an easi
er time f tting the curve , we've lost one of
the outputs and consequently our resolu
tion has suffered. But. as with so many
other things, trade-offs are the name of
the game in electronics as well.

Picking the ideal resistor values to give
us the best approximation of a sinewave
involves a lot of math. The principle be
hind the whole thing, however, isn't really
that hard to visualize. Figure 4 gives us a
graphic represent ation of the problem .
What we' re looking at there is the first 180
degrees of the sinewave . The generating
of the sinewave means that all of the out
puts are going to come into play during
each half of the full-cvcle . Take another
look at Fig. I. you' ll s~e that the sequen
tial rise and fall of the flip-flop outputs
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transistor check ing . I recommend the
methods in this order: I ) commercial test
erltest circu it: 2) substitution: 3) multime
ter. The multim eter meth od should be
considered only as an emergency mea
sure-that's because it does not work with
all transistors.

Cat-birds
Lerov Jack (NE) needs some ideas on

how to protect birds from his cats. It
seems that they particularly relish wrens
and Leroy wants to give the birds more of
an even chance. He says that he has tried
attaching bells to the eat's collars but that
has produced only limited success . He
wonders about putting a small audio os
cillator on those collars.

Sure. you could do that. Leroy, but bat
tery weight could be a problem if the C?s
cillator is to operate very long. We would
be more inclined to use a little 3909
IC-usually referred to as an "LED flash
er.
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If you put the 3909 in the circuit shown
in Fig. 6. you can get sound with a low
curre nt requ irement. We're not sure as to
what kind of sound will be most effective
in this application. Probably an occasion
al "click" will work as well as anything
else. That is what you will get from the
circuit shown. Other frequencies can be
generated by varying the value of potenti
ometer and the capacitor.

That's all we have room for this time.
Hang in there-your question may be
coming up next month .

By the way, you may be wondering how
the questions are chosen for answering
here in the column. What I try to do is to
select those questions that will be of the
greatest interest to the greatest number of
;eadcrs. That depends~on the subject to
the question and the range of the possible
applications of the answer.

I am sure that you know that your ques
tions are appreciated by all of us. Keep
them coming. Oh yes, you don' t have to
wait until you have a question before you
writc- I' ll be glad to see your comments
and suggestions, too. R-E
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determine the shape of the summed wave
form. Because each of the outputs is out
of phase (or delayed) by exactly one in
coming clock pulse, each of the outputs
controls the amplitude of the output wave
form at 45 degree (or 18014) intervals.
(We're divid ing by four instead of five
because the 05 output is not being used.
Even though we ' re allowing for the time it
takes to change state, it adds nothing to
the amplitude of the output waveform.)

Finding the correct resistor values,
therefore.means a bit of trigonometry and
some more analysis. Don't be put off by
the math: it's not all that difficult and
understanding it only involves common
sense and curiosity- two very important
tools for anyone who wants to be involved
in electronics. R-E
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don't use it to generate the sinewave but
we still need it to recirculate the data. The
result of eliminating that output is shown
in Fig. 3: There have been two changes ,
the one we expected and one that' s just
one of those lucky breaks . The most ob
vious change is the flattening at the top of
the waveform. That's what we expected
and isn' t really any great surprise. We've
overlaid the output waveform with a sine
wave again and you can see that it is a
better fit than we got earl ier in Fig. 2-b.
Even though the drawing of the sinewave
iscrude, you can see that it's going to be a
much better fit.

The second change isn't quite as ob
vious because the drawings aren' t exactly
to scale. Since we've lost one of the out
puts (the one that produced the top of the
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